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Perfidy... An exploration of the Kastner
affair: a conspiracy, a violation of
conscience, criminal betrayal.A true
classic! History that reads like a mystery
novel when villains parade themselves as
heroes and the real heroes are targets of
evil.Picture those early days when the new
nation of Israel was being formed in the
region of Palestine European Jews had just
endured historys ultimate holocaust. Allied
governments such as Great Britain had
refused to take action to block the trains
from carrying thousands of them to certain
death. In those final days before the end of
the war, the epicenter of the Nazi
extermination effort was Hungary. Jews
had fled there from Germany and Poland,
but they could not outrun the shadow of
death. That is the obvious truth, but was
there more? Was there collaboration with
the enemy that resulted in these murderous
acts? Can you really trust governments and
leaders to do what is right and best for
those they represent?As Edmund Burke
declared, The only thing necessary for the
triumph of evil is for good men to do
nothing. But what happens when those who
are trusted as good join forces with
evil?Underlying this story is a bizarre
tapestry of deception at the highest levels
of government with the lives of many
innocents in the balance. The libel trial of
Kastner establishes the outline of that
hidden past, protected by the political
interests of some of Israels early leaders.
Rudolf Kastner was a prominent journalist
representing this new government and
supported by its Prime Minister David Ben
Gurion. Ben Gurion desperately wanted to
exonerate those British and Jewish men
who had collaborated with Nazis,
supposedly to save the lives of
others.Another man, Malchiel Greenwald,
accused Kastner of testifying on behalf of
SS Lieutenant General Kurt Becher and
thus saving him from punishment for his
war crimes. Greenwald further accused
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Kastner of collaborating with the Nazis and
contributing to the death of over 400,000
Hungarian Jews during WWII when
Kastner served as a major leader of the
Jewish Agency Rescue Committee in
Hungary.Kastner sued Greenwald for libel.
The unfolding courtroom drama becomes
intense as Kastner loses the case. When
faced with the possibility of being
convicted under Israels anti-collaboration
law (the one Eichmann was convicted
under), he was convenient assassinated.
The appeals are followed by the mysterious
death of Kastner, relieving the government
of political embarrassment and scandal. As
a reader, you will be the final judge of this
case and all its horrible details. But first,
you must read the book and weigh the
evidence for yourself.

Perfidy - definition of perfidy by The Free Dictionary In the context of war, perfidy is a form of deception in which
one side promises to act in good faith (such as by raising a flag of truce) with the intention of breaking that promise once
the enemy is exposed (such as by coming out of cover to attack the enemy coming to take the surrendering prisoners into
custody). Urban Dictionary: Perfidy deliberate breach of faith or trust faithlessness treachery: perfidy that goes
unpunished. 2. an act or instance of faithlessness or treachery. perfidy - Dictionary Definition : Perfidy is a book
written by Ben Hecht in 1961. The book describes the events surrounding the 19541955 Kastner trial in Jerusalem. The
book is based on Use perfidy in a sentence perfidy sentence examples Synonyms for perfidy at with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. perfidious - Wiktionary Perfidy is prohibited.
Acts inviting the confidence of an adversary to lead it to believe that it is entitled to, or is obliged to accord, protection
under the rules of perfidy - pronunciation of perfidy by Macmillan Dictionary If you shared your most embarrassing
secrets with a friend who then told them to everyone he knows, his betrayal could be described as perfidy. perfidy
(noun) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Deliberate breach of faith calculated violation of trust
treachery: the fink, whose perfidy was equaled only by his gall (Gilbert Millstein). 2. The act or an Perfidy dictionary
definition perfidy defined - YourDictionary Pronunciation of perfidy. How to say perfidy with audio by Macmillan
Dictionary. Customary IHL - Rule 65. Perfidy How to use perfidy in a sentence. Example sentences with the word
perfidy. perfidy example sentences. Perfidy - Wikipedia perfidy - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum
discussions. perfidious - Dictionary Definition : Perfidious definition, deliberately faithless treacherous deceitful: a
perfidious lover. See more. Perfidy Definition of Perfidy by Merriam-Webster This resolution is an example of
perfidy and weakness. Esta resolucion es un ejemplo de traicion y debilidad. European Parliament. Eventually exposed,
their perfidy - English-Spanish Dictionary - Define perfidy (noun) and get synonyms. What is perfidy (noun)? perfidy
(noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Perfidy (book) - Wikipedia perfidy definition,
meaning, what is perfidy: behaviour that is not loyal. Learn more. Perfidious Define Perfidious at Perfidy definition:
Perfidy is the action of betraying someone or behaving very badly towards someone. Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and examples. Perfidy Synonyms, Perfidy Antonyms Merriam-Webster Thesaurus Late 16th century:
via French from Latin perfidia, from perfidus treacherous, based on per- to ill effect + fides faith. Pronunciation. perfidy.
/?p?rf?di/ /?p?rf?de perfidy - definition of perfidy in English Oxford Dictionaries Of, relating to, or marked by
perfidy treacherous. See Synonyms at faithless. perfid?iously adv. American Heritage Dictionary of the English
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Language, Fifth perfidy - Wiktionary Perfidyunknown The chief export of France. The perfidy of the French is well
known. #perfidy#france#traitor#french#gallic. by Swampthing500 July 07, 2009. Perfidy Synonyms, Perfidy
Antonyms perfidy Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary Article 37 -- Prohibition of perfidy 1. It is
prohibited to kill, injure or capture an adversary by resort to perfidy. Acts inviting the confidence of an adversary to lead
How to pronounce perfidy in English - Cambridge Dictionary How to pronounce perfidy. How to say perfidy. Listen
to the audio pronunciation in the Cambridge English Dictionary. Learn more. Crimes of War Perfidy and Treachery
Youd have to go back to one of Spains humpbacked Hapsburgs to find court perfidy of the variety that is currently
depleting the presidents power. Jack Hitt Perfidy Define Perfidy at perfidious (comparative more perfidious,
superlative most perfidious). Of, pertaining to, or representing perfidy disloyal to what should command ones fidelity or
The prohibition in modern times against what is alternatively called perfidy and treachery goes back to the American
Civil War. But the definitive statement perfidy - definition of perfidy in English Oxford Dictionaries Perfidy An
exploration of the Kastner affair: a conspiracy, a violation of conscience, criminal betrayal. A true classic! History that
reads like a mystery novel Customary IHL - Practice Relating to Rule 65. Perfidy The definition of a perfidy is a
deliberate betrayal. An example of a perfidy is spreading a best friends secrets all over town. YourDictionary definition
and usage
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